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Abstract This work describes Trama, a web-based system to support knowledge management in a collaborative network called LL-Habitat. The use of such system brings several advantages for the users in the network, such as the improvement of the collaboration between users, which can lead, for example, to the creation of new partnerships and projects. Moreover, users can manage the knowledge that flows in the network, directing it according to the users’ needs, in order to find matching competences. In the requirements engineering development phase, Tropos, a goal-oriented methodology, was used to provide a strong base to better understand the systems’ environment.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 1.1 - Motivation Systems which allow social interaction and integration are increasingly gaining space in the internet. The so called social networks, such as Facebook or Twitter, grow larger each year, not only because of their social appeal, but also because they are a huge source of information. Along with the social networks, the collaborative networks are becoming more popular as an important social structure for exchanging knowledge not only in corporative systems but also in open community systems.



Along with that, organizations have the need to manage the information generated inside the network in a way that it can be easily categorized and accessed by anyone, in order to share and generate new knowledge within the organization. In other words, knowledge must be easily shared and accessed by the members of the organization, allowing them to develop new thoughts, new information and, therefore, new knowledge to reach the points of action where it is needed.



But this is not an easy task, since inside a network we can find a large variety of stakeholders, and the organization does not always have a system that supports knowledge management, or even worse, the organization does not support knowledge management at all. Since Knowledge Management also involves changes in the behavior and the way stakeholders think, it is important that they understand that exchanging and managing information inside the organization network is a useful tool for them, which can lead to the creation of new projects and technologies. This is not a known concept inside the LLHabitat network, so it is important to show to its members how useful Knowledge Management can be for them and the benefits that can be generated.



One of the solutions for this problem comes with the new CMS (Content Management System) released for free in the market. These systems have intuitive interfaces which help decrease the learning curve of the system and 10



can be integrated with collaborative tools, making the task of share and manage knowledge inside an organization easier. Moreover, since these tools are free, the cost is zero in terms of acquiring new software.



1.2 – Problem Our problem is focused on the Living Lab Habitat (LL-Habitat). LL-Habitat is a network organization member of the Habitat European Network of Living Labs (ENoLL). Habitat is composed by multiple actors, that work together to create eco-friendly innovations in order to improve the housing conditions of lowincome people from urban and rural areas. The management of the LL-Habitat is under responsibility of the Laboratory of Supporting Technologies for Collaborative



Networks



(LabTAR),



which



brings together expertise



in



Information Design, Knowledge Management, Innovation Management and Project Management. One of the main responsibilities of LabTAR is to manage information of the LL-Habitat’s projects.



The LL-Habitat conception is based on the belief that network structure is the most promising social structure to deal with the great contemporary challenge of finding sustainable ways of working for the society, in matters related to environmental, cultural and economic aspects.



In other words, in the scenario of the LL-Habitat network (along with LabTAR), one of the main worries of its participants is to be able both to share and manage information and knowledge within the network. The first LL-Habitat’s website was static, a common characteristic of the websites, since its main purpose was only to display the information with little or none interaction among the users who access it. This firstly built website fulfilled the purpose of displaying information about the LL-Habitat. However, since this organization is based on collaboration, the website did not fit the network’s true goal, hence the need of creating a collaborative system for the LL-Habitat.
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1.3 – Objective Our main objective is to build a collaborative system to support knowledge management (KM), based on an existing CMS, which will truly fulfill the LLHabitat’s members goals, allowing them to share and manage the knowledge within the network. It is also necessary that this system have an intuitive and easy to use interface, i.e., users must feel comfortable using it and have little or no difficulties while creating, managing or sharing content and files. Moreover, the system must provide tools (extensions) that facilitate the communication between users, such as a categorized forum, live chats and so on. The set of tools integrated into the CMS will transform the standard CMS into a collaborative system.



For eliciting and modeling the system requirements, we used the Tropos methodology, and created a set of models that describe the stakeholders and their goals upon the system. Tropos relies on goals to capture the requirements of the system that will be created. Moreover, since Tropos is a powerful method for analyzing trade-offs regarding different choices of requirements, it allowed us to understand the requirements of the different stakeholders involved in the LL-Habitat network.



1.4 – Methodology In order to create the collaborative system, it was first necessary to think about what was the best solution for the problem. Since we needed to develop a collaborative system in a short time, and the complexity of creating such system from scratch is high, the best solution was to get a base system and transform it in a collaborative system. In this particular case, we have chosen a CMS as a base system.



After this step, it was necessary to research which of the existing CMS would more adequately fit our needs, based on the time we had and the functionalities it provides. We have searched and tested many CMS, such as Drupal, Moodle, WordPress and Joomla, analyzing all the positive and negative aspects of each CMS. Finally, the chosen CMS was Joomla. 12



With the tool selected, it was time for modeling the system requirements. By interviewing the actors involved in the domain, we were able to list their goals and expectations towards the new system. To document that, we used the Tropos methodology to create models that describe all the actors objectives and the resources that were necessary to develop the collaborative system.



The system was developed following a cyclic process with several iterations of requirements elicitation, architectural design and prototyping, until the system was completely ready. This process involved searching for the Joomla’s extensions that matched the stakeholder’s requirements, transforming the CMS into one collaborative system. By accessing Joomla Extensions Directory and researching information inside the Joomla community, it was possible to install, configure and test the extensions used to create the collaborative system. After the release of each version, users can provide feedback that can lead to the adjustment of the requirements, sometimes resulting in reconfiguration or even replacement of some of these extensions.



Finally, a full version of the system was launched and validated by the means of a questionnaire.



1.5 - Structure The structure of this work is described below: 



Chapter 2: In this chapter we make a literature review of the concepts and methodologies used to develop the collaborative system. In detail, we take a closer look into the concepts of knowledge management, collaborative networks, CMS and the Tropos methodology.







Chapter 3: In this chapter we describe the models generated by the Tropos methodology, depicting the goals of the domain stakeholders.







Chapter 4: In this chapter we describe the system itself, along with all tools used to transform the standard CMS into a collaborative system. 13







Chapter 5: Here we talk about the conclusions of this work, giving the feedback of users and pointing the pros and cons of the system that was developed.



Chapter 2 - Literature Revision The objective of this chapter is to give a better understanding of the concepts and tools used to develop the Trama collaborative system, such as Collaborative Network, Knowledge Management and Content Management Systems.



Knowledge is the most important resource for organizations in today's world, because through knowledge companies are able to improve the existing technologies or to create new ones. Without knowledge management, most of organizations will not be able to create new knowledge. And now knowledge can be transformed into new technologies. In the case of business companies, this means that if a company is not able to innovate and create new technologies, they cannot face competition and, eventually, they will run out of business. But the biggest problem is to know how to manage this knowledge in a way that it can be shared within the organization, i.e., the employees must develop the culture of sharing the knowledge among them. This is where Knowledge Management (KM) plays its role. Davenport (1998) explains that KM can be defined as a process which involves a set of structured activities developed by an organization with the goal of acquiring, sharing and using information and knowledge within the organization. KM is the subject of section 2.1.



In order to fully create a system which supports KM in the organization, the modeling of the system actors must be consistent. Tropos (section 2.2) is an agent-oriented software engineering methodology, which gives us the tools for creating consistent models for developing our collaborative system with support to KM.
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It is also important to know the concept of Collaborative Networks, since it lays the ground for our collaborative system. The LL-Habitat, as explained in section 2.3, is an example of a Collaborative Network.



Finally, the concept of Content Management System is presented in section 2.4, where different CMSs are described and analyzed. In this section we also justify the choice of Joomla as our base CMS for creating the collaborative system.



2.1 - Knowledge Management As already mentioned, knowledge is critical for any organization. The problem is how to obtain and exchange knowledge inside (and even outside) the organization in order to create new services or products, since most of the knowledge is tacit, i.e., is inside our heads and our thoughts. Usually we exchange knowledge by talking to someone who has knowledge of something we want to learn (learning by doing, using, searching, etc.). But if we are talking about a very specific kind of knowledge, like an ability to do something, things are different. Abilities are very personal and demand more time to be acquired by someone. Let's take an example. Suppose an artisan apprentice wants his master to teach him how to make baskets. The master will start by telling the apprentice the steps he takes to create the basket (the process) and by giving him some notes and explanations of how to assemble the basket. The apprentice may understand the process, but he is not yet able to create the basket with the same quality or detail level of the artisan master. This occurs because the master has specific techniques for creating his baskets. In other words, the master has a tacit knowledge that he cannot share only by explaining the process, but he needs to show how to do it. Once he externalizes this knowledge by showing the apprentice his specific techniques, the apprentice will be able to create the baskets closer to the way his master does. Besides, the apprentice is now able to explain to his co-workers how to create the baskets, i.e., he can share the knowledge he obtained, creating a cycle of knowledge sharing.
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This is known as the Knowledge Spiral (Nonaka and Takeuchi,1995) which shows us how knowledge can flow within the organization in a way that it makes easier for people to share and create new knowledge. Figure 1 depicts the knowledge spiral, which has four different phases: Socialization, Externalization, Combination and Internalization.



Figure 1: Nonaka and Takeuchi Knowledge Spiral



Socialization is the phase where we exchange tacit knowledge. The name socialization implies that in this phase we must socialize with other people, i.e., talk and discuss ideas and experiences with them. In our example, this phase can be described as the apprentice observing his master in action and thereby learning his technical skills. This is also known as Sympathized Knowledge. It is important to notice that nothing was explained to the apprentice, even though he was able to learn from the master. In other words, this stage can be characterized by sharing the knowledge without explicitation.



Externalization, also known as the Conceptual Knowledge phase, is characterized by the transformation of the tacit knowledge acquired into explicit concepts. This can be done by making use of symbolic language, metaphors, analogies, models and so on. In this phase, the master uses metaphors to teach the apprentice the techniques used to make a basket. The use of metaphors and analogies is very helpful, since it gives us a vision of something we already know and, based on that, we shape this idea into new knowledge.



Combination (or Systemic Knowledge phase) is when we make use of the explicit knowledge available.



We can exchange and combine knowledge



through documents, meetings, telephone conversations and, in the case of the 16



Trama collaborative system, an internet network. Also, the easy access to information within the network can lead to knowledge creation. When information is well categorized and organized in the network and anyone can have access to it, the combination of the available information can create new knowledge.



Finally, the Internalization (or Operational Knowledge phase) is the phase where we embody the explicit knowledge acquired into tacit knowledge. In our example, this can be illustrated by the apprentice creating his own baskets after the master teaches him how to do it (Socialization and Externalization) and after he analyze the documents and instructions available for him to create a basket (Combination). After he acquires knowledge, he can apply it to make a basket and, therefore, he internalized the knowledge. This is also known as the "learn by doing" experience, because once we have the information of how to do something, we must actually practice and learn how to do it. After we internalize knowledge, we are ready to start the steps of the spiral again, creating a constant cycle of knowledge sharing and creation.



Learning-by-doing is a concept within economic theory. It refers to the capability of workers to improve their productivity by regularly repeating the same type of action. The increased productivityis achieved through practice, self-perfection and minor innovations. The concept of learning-by-doing has been used by Kenneth Arrow in his design of endogenous growth theory to explain effects of innovation and technical change. Robert Lucas, Jr. (1988) adopted the concept to explain increasing returns to embodied human capital. Yang and Borland (1991) have shown learning-by-doing plays a role in the evolution of countries to greater specialization in production. In both these cases, learning-by-doing and increasing returns provide an engine for long run growth. Recently, it has become a popular explaining concept in the evolutionary economics and Resource-Based View (RBV) of the firm.



For our specific scenario, we will make use of a collaborative system that supports KM and, therefore, create conditions for applying the knowledge spiral and its steps. In the following sections, we describe the methodology used to 17



model this system in the shape of a collaborative system that supports KM. Being the LL-Habitat aimed at innovation, It is paramount that its members get engaged in a process such as the knowledge spiral, so that new knowledge can emerge and be shared resulting in the creation of innovative products and services.



2.2 - Tropos Methodology Tropos is an Agent-Oriented software engineering methodology, intended to cover the whole software development process. "It adopts a model-driven approach, i.e., it guides the software engineer in building a conceptual model, which is incrementally refined and extended, from an early requirements model, namely a representation of the organizational setting where the system-to-be will be introduced, to system design artifacts." (Guizzardi R., 2006, p.59).



In short, we can say that Tropos [Bresciani et al 2004] is based in two main ideas: First, the notion of agent and related mentalistic notions (such as goals and plans), to be used in all software development phases and second, the coverage of the very early phases of requirement analysis, allowing us to have a deeper understanding of the environment where the software must operate and the kind of interactions that should occur between the software itself and the human agents.



This methodology is divided into four phases: Early Requirements, Late Requirements, Architectural Design and Detailed Design. In the Early Requirements phase our main objective is to study the organizational structure in order to create an organizational model in the form of actor and goal diagrams which include relevant actors, their goals and their interdependencies. The Late Requirements phase is where the system and its relevant functions and qualities are described within its organizational environment. The system is depicted as an actor and its dependencies with the other actors of the organization will define its functional requirements (the ones that are characteristics – functions - of the system itself, such as contact form)
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and non-functional requirements (the ones that are usually related to the usability of the system, defining how the system should be).



In the Architectural Design phase we define the system's global architecture in terms of subsystems, which are interconnected through data, control or dependencies. To do so, this phase is divided into three steps: 



Definition of the overall architecture.







Identification of the capabilities the actors require to fulfill their goals and plans.







Definition of a set of agent types and assignment of one or more capabilities to each of them.



Finally, in the Detailed Design phase, we define in further detail the behavior of each agent, depicting how their goals are accomplished by defining agent’s, beliefs, capabilities and interactions.



It is also important to know the basic constructs of Tropos conceptual modeling language, derived from the i* framework. These constructors, namely actor, goal, softgoal, plan and resource, will be part of the diagrams generated during the modeling phases. 



Actors: represent either stakeholders from a domain or a role (or set of roles) played by an agent in a given organizational setting;







Goals: represent the actors interests and can be divided into hardgoals, which represents a concrete interest (such as download a file) and softgoals, which has a more abstract meaning, meaning it can represent goals/plans qualities and non-functional requirements (Guizzardi, 2006), such as "awareness" or "be helpful".







Plans (or Tasks): represent a mean for satisfying



a hardgoal or a



softgoal 



Resources: as it names said, represent a physical or informational entity used to achieve goals. 19



After we understand the concepts and start to modeling the system requirements, it is desirable to have a tool supporting the agent-oriented methodology in order to help us design the diagrams generated as output of the four phases described above. In this work, we use the TAOM4E (Tool for Agent Oriented visual Modeling for the Eclipse platform), which fully covers the Tropos agent-oriented methodology.



TAOM4E is a plug-in for the Eclipse IDE, a widely used software development environment. This plug-in allows us to easily create and edit the diagrams originated from the different Tropos’ modeling phases. Figure 2 depicts the TAOM4E plug-in for the Eclipse IDE. The diagrams created using TAOM4E for our work are discussed and detailed in chapter 3.



Figure 2: TAOM4E plug-in for the Eclipse IDE.
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It is important to remember that TAOM4E is a free plug-in under GPL v2 license, so anyone can, besides run it, try to change and improve it. It is currently available at http://selab.fbk.eu/taom/



2.3 - Collaborative Networks Before giving a definition for Collaborative Networks (CN), it is important to present a few other concepts that might cause some ambiguity. It is common for people to confuse the meaning of collaboration with cooperation. Although they are very similar terms, they are not equal or equivalent. So let us see some key concepts:



Networking - "involves communication and information exchange for mutual benefit. A simple example of networking is the case in which a group of entities share information about their experience with the use of a specific tool. They can all benefit from the information made available / shared, but there is not necessarily any common goal or structure influencing the form and timing of individual contributions, and therefore there is no common generation of value." (Camarinha-Matos, Afsarmanesh, 2006, p.3).



Cooperation - "involves not only information exchange and adjustments of activities, but also sharing resources for achieving compatible goals. Cooperation is achieved by division of some labor (not extensive) among participants. In this case the aggregated value is the result of the addition of individual “components” of value generated by the various participants in a quasi independent manner." (Camarinha-Matos, Afsarmanesh, 2006, p.3).



Collaboration - "a process in which entities share information, resources and responsibilities to jointly plan, implement, and evaluate a program of activities to achieve a common goal. This concept is derived from the Latin collaborare meaning “to work together” and can be seen as a process of shared creation; thus a process through which a group of entities enhance the capabilities of each other. It implies sharing risks, resources, responsibilities, and rewards, which if desired by the group can also give to an outside observer the image of 21



a joint identity. Collaboration involves mutual engagement of participants to solve a problem together, which implies mutual trust and thus takes time, effort, and dedication. The individual contributions to the value creation are much more difficult to determine here." (Camarinha-Matos, Afsarmanesh, 2006, p.3).



As we can see, the way actions are taken by cooperation and collaboration to achieve some goal is different. While in cooperation we share tasks to achieve a goal, in collaboration we all work together in order to achieve a goal. In other words, we do not "divide" the work individually, but we work together to solve the problem. A good example of collaboration is a group of engineers that work together to develop a new product, such as a car. They sit together to think of a new design, new engine, new parts and, by sharing knowledge, they eventually come up with a new car design. Then, after the parts are designed and the car is actually built, we may say the engineers and technicians involved cooperate, since a division of labor is actually made and the different teams or individuals may act independently.



But what is CN then? According to Camarinha-Matos and Afsarmanesh (2006, p.4), a CN is a network where a variety of entities (people and organizations) that are autonomous, geographically distributed and heterogeneous (in terms of their operating environment, culture, social capital and goals), that collaborate in order to achieve a common or compatible goal, and whose interactions are supported by a computer network.



In our case, the network is represented by the Living Lab Habitat network, supported by the Trama collaborative system, which is based on the Joomla Content Management System (CMS) that can be accessed by the internet network. What qualifies the LL Habitat as a collaborative network is the fact that is composed by multiple individuals (members of distinct institutions), which are gathered around a common goal, i.e., that of developing eco-friendly innovations to improve housing conditions for low-income urban and rural areas. To accomplish that, the different involved actors use their competences and aim at achieving their own specific goals while collaborating to achieve the
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network’s overall goal. This involved establishing and executing different projects which gather a group of members of the Living Lab.



2.4 - Content Management Systems (CMS) The CMS are systems based on websites, portals or intranets. Their main objective is to facilitate the access to information, proving tools that make easier the task of creation and management of content, avoiding using programming itself. They are basically pre-made website templates, with front-end and backend interfaces, allowing users to create, access and manage the content. Most of the interface is composed of common tools, such as text editors, PDF readers, calendars, forums, chat systems and so on.



Most of CMS are free, under opensource license, and count on a big and active community of developers that constantly create new templates, layouts, components and modules to improve and shape the system as the designer wants. Plus, most of these free CMS run on free plataforms (such as Linux) and use free databases (MySQL, PostgreSQL) and programming languages (PHP, Python), which means that any organization can run a CMS with a free cost. This is a huge appeal for organizations, since cost is one of the biggest concerns in any organization.



For our system, we have chosen the Joomla CMS. After researching many CMSs on the market, like Drupal, Moodle, Word Press and so on, Joomla turned out to be the CMS that would best fit our system. Joomla has a very intuitive and pleasant interface, making easy for the users to administer the system. The Joomla community is constantly creating new features for the CMS and has an extensions database (called Joomla's Extensions Directory) full of extensions to improve Joomla. For this reason, many of these tools were used in our system to transform Joomla standard CMS interface into a Collaborative System interface with KM support, as we will see in the next chapters.



It is important to remember that even though Joomla was our choice, all CMS, despite some differences, have a common objective: make the task of manage 23



and create content easier. Joomla was selected because some of its characteristics, which were not present in the other CMSs (or the other CMSs did not achieved them at the same level of Joomla), such as friendly back-end interface



(which



facilitates



the



system



management),



intuitive



and



straightforward installation (better for CMS’s beginners), among others. For example: Moodle is one of the most used CMS inside academic networks, with great support for online classes. But before everything is running 100%, Moodle must be installed and configured to work like such. This can be a problem if you have never installed a CMS or if you are not used to work with websites and servers, since the installation and configuration of Moodle CMS are not very intuitive or easy to do. This is where Joomla comes in handy. Its installation process is very intuitive and easy and all steps of the installation process have a friendly interface and display helpful information about the fields you need to fill in.



But even after you install Moodle, you run into another problem: configuring it. It can be quite tricky to configure Moodle the way you want, because its interface for administration and configuration is not so intuitive or friendly. In our specific scenario, the tool we need will be used and configured, at the same time, by experienced computer users and non-experienced computer users, some of which had never used a CMS before. So it is very important that everyone can use the system without difficulties. Maybe because Moodle is more focused on being a virtual learning environment than an actual CMS (despite having all the characteristics of a CMS), its developers have not been concerned much with friendly interfaces or easy configuration. This actually seems to be contradictory, since if you want to stimulate virtual learning, you must create something attractive and easy to use for both students and teachers.



But having poor or not very friendly administration and configuration interfaces was not exclusive from Moodle. By the time we were looking for a CMS, Drupal was tested as an experience. In fact, we used Drupal for some time, because even though its administration interface was poor in the version we were using (version 6.0), the installation was easy to do. The major problem was the amount of bugs and errors on some extensions, along with some difficulties in 24



installing and configuring them. Moreover, Drupal works with PostgreSQL, instead of MySQL, the most common database used for the CMS.



When trying to configure Drupal to support knowledge management, making it a collaborative system, we ran into some problems. It was not an easy task to configure some extensions. Most of them presented some problems that make it impossible to use. Moreover, some extensions caused conflict with one another, and sometimes one or more extensions did not work properly. Also, managing the content on Drupal was a bit difficult, because the default administration interface and the editors did not present an easy way to link the menu items to the content that we have created, or even to create external links.



After all problems described above, Joomla was chosen as the base CMS for our collaborative system, since it has not presented the same problems of the other CMSs or, the problems presented were easily solved. Table 1 presents a comparison among some of the tested CMSs.
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Moodle



Drupal



Joomla



Easy to install



No



Yes



Yes



Easy to configure



No



No



Yes



Friendly interface



No



Yes



Yes



Active community



Yes



Yes



Yes



Easy to install



No



No



Yes



extensions Table 1: Comparison between the CMS.



The fact that most of the CMS have big and active communities composed of developers, designers, programmers and testers, make the system more reliable and safe. The communities constantly communicate with the users about possible flaws, new launched extensions and release updates. Figures 3 and 4 show the interface of both Joomla's main page with the Community menu and the Joomla's Extension Directory.
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Figure 3: Joomla's main page and Community menu.



Figure 4: Joomla's Extensions Directory
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Chapter 3 - Models Description In this chapter, we describe all the diagrams originated from the modeling phases using the Tropos methodology. As we have seen before, the stakeholders were modeled into actors and their interests into hardgoals and softgoals. First, we analyze a more global view originated from the first modeling phase (Late Requirements phase). The following sections will give a deeper view of the domain, where we analyze the actors individually, along with their goals, resources and plans. Figure 5 depicts the development cycle and its phases.



Figure 5: Development Cycle



In order to produce these models, several interviews were performed with the members of the LabTAR lab. Only one interview was needed to develop the Early Requirements model (section 3.1). However, for the Late Requirements (sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.5) and Architectural Design models (section 3.4), many cycles were needed (as depicted in figure 5) to refine them, thus more interaction with the stakeholders were also necessary.
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3.1 – Early Requirements According to the Tropos methodology, we should first create a model showing the goals of the stakeholders in the current organizational environment, to help us reason about the problem at hand and the possible solutions to these problems. Hence, we initially modeled the three main stakeholders of the Habitat Living Lab network as actors: Collaborator, Partner and Visitor, depicted as circles in Figure 6. These actors represent the following roles within the Habitat Living Lab network: •



collaborator: member of the LabTAR lab, which is aimed at providing the



technological infrastructure to support the work within the Living Lab’s network; •



partner: member of the Living Lab which is not a member of LabTAR.



Thus, it represents the other organizations and persons involved in the collaboration within the network; •



visitor: someone external to the network but which may have an interest



in the work, eventually joining it;
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Figure 6: Early requirements diagram.



As we have seen in section 2.2, the Early Requirements diagram depicts an organizational model of the network. Its stakeholders are represented by the



Collaborator, Partner and Visitor actors (white circles). Each actor has a set of goals that are contained inside a dotted circle linked to the actor, and the



Partner and the Visitor depend on the Collaborator to get the information they need. The Visitor actor has two softgoals: be helpful, which demonstrates his interest in being part of the Living Lab (join the Living Lab goal) and easy



to use system, which shows that a system too much complicated could scare the Visitor away. In order to accomplish this softgoals, he must get information about the Living Lab. This is depicted as the provide



information about the Living Lab goal and its dependency with the Collaborator actor, being the one who holds that information. 30



The Partner actor is already a member of the Living Lab, so his main concerns are to find projects where he can participate (participate in



projects goal), how he can contribute in this projects (find out how they can contribute goal) and who he will collaborate with (find out who to collaborate with and get to see the network and associated processes goals). To do so, he must get information about projects directly from the Collaborator. This is depicted as the goal provide information



about projects. The Collaborator actor plays the center role in this model. As Figure 6 shows, both Visitor and Partner actors strongly depend on the Collaborator actor to obtain any information (provide information about the Living



Lab and provide information about projects goals). In order to exchange information and knowledge, he must know everything that happens inside the Living Lab and everyone that is part of it. This is depicted as the goals



facilitate



collaboration



between



partners, exchange



knowledge and get to see the network and associated processes. But being the holder of all information can represent a risk for the network. For example, if a Partner needs to obtain information about a project, he needs to directly contact a collaborator (through e-mail, phone or a physical meeting). But if the he fails to contact the Collaborator, he will not be able to get any information. The Visitor faces the same problem, since he depends exclusively of the



Collaborator to get the information he needs. If he fails to contact the collaborator, this may cause the network to lose collaborators or future partners. In other words, these examples show how static, centered and susceptible to human failures this model is. All the information that flows inside the network must pass through the Collaborator actor, representing not only a potential risk for the collaborative work among the network members, but also the loss of 31



future collaborators and partners. The Collaborator will not be available all the time to attend the Partner’s or the Visitor’s needs, because he have other tasks that are not related to the LL-Habitat network. Since most of the communication in the network is made through telephone or e-mail, if the Collaborator takes too much time to reply an e-mail or if he misses an important call, the Partners of Visitors can get frustrated. In other words, if someone is trying to get information about how to become a LL-Habitat member or how to join a project, they will not be able to get any responses. This is why an information system comes in handy and will serve as a good solution in this scenario. Such information system can maintain and distribute the necessary information, taken the burden of the shoulders of the collaborators.



3.2 – Late Requirements After having analyzed the problem faced by the Habitat Living Lab network concerning the need for enabling the collaborative work among its members, it is time to proceed to the next phase of the Tropos methodology, i.e. the Late Requirements phase, in which a solution to the problem at hand is analyzed.
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Figure 7: Late Requirements: Proposing the Trama System.



As a solution to the problem, we propose the Trama system (which in Portuguese means a set of crossed wires that is similar to a web). Using Tropos we created several models that describe the main stakeholders’ needs concerning this system. Figure 7 shows a global view of the actors, their main goals and the dependencies between them. Further models describe each actor more deeply and the main tools that are part of the Trama system.



The Collaborator agent has one softgoals related to the use of the Trama system. He expects the system to be easy to use (represented by the easy to 33



use softgoal) serving as a means to interact and exchange knowledge and information with other collaborators (exchange knowledge goal). Plus, he expects the system to allow him to see the Habitat network as a whole, as well as to participate of the processes involved in the network (represented by the



get to see the network and associated processes goal). To fulfill those goals, the collaborator has a set of hardgoals, which are directly connected to the Trama actor, since the system is expected to provide the tools that meet this actor’s needs. One of the main requests from the collaborators is the need to share information, i.e., share documents and projects files and be able to organize them. This is represented by the send files, organize



documents and obtain information about projects goals. Also, the collaborators in the network need to communicate among them and with the projects partners, either by forum, chat or mailing lists (communicate with



other collaborators and communicate with partners goals). Finally, the collaborators expresses the need of being aware of the upcoming events involving the Habitat network, such as conferences, events of the community users, among others. This is represented by the obtain information about



events goal. The Visitor actor has four main goals. At first, someone who is visiting the system for the first time cannot have many difficulties in finding the information that he needs, because a complicated system may scare the user away. Plus, the visitor wants to use the system to know the Habitat network, because he is either interested in being a part of the Living Lab network or just being able to help somehow. These needs are depicted as the be helpful and easy to use



system softgoals and the get to know the living lab network and find a match for his competence hardgoals. The Partner agent also expects a simple and easy to use system (easy to use system softgoal), because he needs to communicate with other members from the Living Lab network, such as his collaborators and other partners (depicted as communicate with 34



collaborators and communicate with other partners hardgoals), or to know more deeply the network and its processes (get to see the network



and associated processes hardgoals). It is also interesting for the partner to use the system to obtain information about projects of his interest or to find a match for his competence (obtain information about projects and find



a match for his competence hardgoals). The Trama actor is the heart of the model. Since it is a collaborative system, it needs to integrate all the other actors involved in the model and provide not only communication but true collaboration between them. In order to do this, the actor must fulfill both the hardgoals and softgoals of the Collaborator,



Partner and Visitor actors. The Trama actor must provide the communication among all the stakeholders (provide communication



among all roles goal), allowing them to share information and files and, at the same time, keeping the information and the files available in the system, so it can be accessed whenever it is needed (make information available goal). By keeping and sharing the data in the system, both Visitors and Partners may search for projects that match their competences (find matching



competences goal) instead of randomly looking for information in the system. It also increases the sense of awareness for the users, since they can constantly look for information and be aware of everything that occurs in the Living Lab network (awareness softgoal). The system also needs to satisfy the users and encourage them to use it, i.e., the system must be reliable (reliability softgoal), safe (safety softgoal), easy to use and manage (easy to



use and manage softgoal) and have a friendly interface (friendly interface softgoal).



Another major point is the privacy (privacy softgoal) inside the system. Since some information is not public and, therefore, may not be accessed by visitors (such as internal Living Lab project files and documents), Trama must provide a
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way to restrict the access to such information by making use of a user registration system with different access roles.



In the next sections we will focus on each of the stakeholders’ perspectives and get a better view of their roles inside the network. Plus, we will analyze Trama’s sub actors (i.e. the system’s components), making it an actual collaborative system.



3.3 - Trama's Perspective For Trama analysis, we divide Trama into three models in order to describe all its objectives. We also depict Trama most important collaborative modules into models for a better explanation.



Trama is responsible for provide communication among all roles by making use of the forum, chat, news feed or mailing lists modules. This is depicted in Figure 8 as communication through forum, communication



through chat, communication through news feed and communication through mailing list plans for this goal. Also, since all those tools will provide communication among users, they will positively influence the sense of awareness between the users (awareness softgoal).
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Figure 8: Trama's first perspective.



Trama also has the goal to behave like a portal, i.e., it must looks like a portal and provide tools and structures that users normally sees and use in a portal, such as information displayed in web pages (web pages plan), chats and forums for communication (forum usage and chat usage plans), calendars for events (web calendar plan), news feeds to display recent news (news feed plan) and a mailing list to keep collaborators and partners updated (mailing list plan).



Since users are used to web pages, it will positively



influence the easy to use and manage and friendly interface softgoals. The forum, in the other hand, may cause some difficulties for new users that don't actually now how it works, so it will have a negative influence in the easy



to use and manage softgoal and in the friendly interface softgoal. The news feed is a very helpful source of news, but sometimes it can pollute the 37



view of the portal with too much information, so it has a negative influence in the



friendly interface softgoal. The calendar does not have a very intuitive interface, but is easier to use and manage then the other modules. For this reason, it influences positively the easy to use and manage softgoal and negatively friendly interface softgoal. All these relations are depicted in Figure 8.



To find matching competences Trama can help visitors to find matching



competences between visitors and collaborators by making use of the information about projects participants or information exchanged on forum and mailing lists resources. The system can also help partners to find matching competences between partners and collaborators by making use of the same two resources used by the visitor, plus a third resource (private partners and collaborators library). Finally, another way to fulfill the find matching competences goal is to help a visitor or partner to find a



usage for its competence by providing news feed of the projects of information about them on the website pages (projects news feed and



projects avaible on website pages resources). Since users can trust Trama to help them find a matching competence, all the subgoals from the main goal contribute positively on the system reliability softgoal.



Trama is also responsible for making files uploaded by users constantly available (make files available goal). This is done by allowing users to either upload files to a specific downloads section ( provide downloads section plans) or attach files in the forum topics, in the website pages or in the mailing list (attach files to pages, attach files to forum, attach files to mailing



list and provide files attachment plans). Since files will be constantly available to users, the reliability on the system will also receive a positive influence. This is depicted in Figure 8.
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Perhaps one the most important functions of Trama is to make information



available, since all actors must exchange knowledge about the projects they are signed to. To do so, a collaborator or partner must obtain information about projects, by knowing the projects published (know published projects goal) and reading the news published on the website pages ( read news page goal). Both of these goals contribute positively to user’s awareness, because they will be constantly updated about the projects news. The know published



projects has four different resources: The approved projects website pages, the ongoing projects website pages, the completed projects website pages and the projects in preparation website pages. For the read news page goal we have 2 resources: news pages and published articles. Figure 9 shows the second model of the Trama system. This models depicts the



send files goal, the obtain information about events goal (from the make information available goal) and the organize documents goal.
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Figure 9: Trama's second perspective.



For this second analysis of the make information available goal, we analyzed the possibility of obtaining information about the events inside the Living Lab network (obtain information about events goal). This is done by using the news page resource, the mailing list resource or the web



calendar resource. Since the user will be able to know when a determined event of his interest will be happening, i.e., the user will be aware of what will be happening, the awareness softgoal will receive a positive contribution.



The send files goal can be fulfilled in three different ways. Trama allows users to send files on forum (allow users to send files on the forum plan), attached to pages (allow users to send files on pages plan) or in the downloads section (allow users to send files on the downloads section plan).
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The organize documents goal is one of the most important goals from Trama. Users must (and want to) share documents, and they need to do it in an organized form. Documents can be organized in two ways in Trama: In forum specific categories (organize forum documents goal) or in the downloads section (organize documents download section goal). Although we have 2 different solutions, the most suitable solution for organizing documents is by using the downloads section, since it is specifically created for this task. The forum allow us to create specific categories for downloads, but this is not the forum’s main goal. To organize the documents using the forum, the users will be able to manage documents on forum (manage documents on forum plan). In other words, users will be able to upload, and categorize documents. The system also allows us to configure access to this forum specific section in order to restrict the access.



The same way we can manage documents on forum, we can manage documents in the downloads section (manage the downloads section plan), i.e., we can upload files, delete files, categorize them and, also, control the access to the downloads sections. The main difference between these tools is that the downloads section is entirely focused on provide downloads, with an interface that facilitates file management, while the forum is focused in exchange information, i.e., users exchange information on forum but they also can attach files related to specific topics.



In this third model from Trama, depicted in Figure 10, we concentrate most in the softgoals of Trama and the resources and plans to fulfill them. First, as a major request from most users, Trama must be easy to use and manage, since this collaborative system is new and not all users are experienced users. So an easy configuration is an important resource for this softgoal, as well as the existence of users to manage the system. Also, users want to have easy access to information, no matter where the information is. This is depicted as the files, projects and articles resources for this softgoal. The files represents either files in the downloads section or files attached to forums or 41



published articles. The projects are the pages, downloads or forum topics containing information about projects. Finally, the articles are texts in form of webpages that are published by some of the Habitat users.



Figure 10: Trama's third perspective.



Trama also needs a friendly interface to encourage the stakeholders to use the system. Since we have design professionals involved on the



development of the system, both easy to use and manage and friendly interface receive a positive contribution from this resource. Plus, the friendly interface also has a positive contribution in the easy to use and manage softgoal.



The system also needs to be safe (safety softgoal), reliable (reliability softgoal) and give users the sense of privacy when dealing with matters internal to the Living Lab network. Since Joomla provides a way to restrict the access (allow different access levels plan), the safety receives a double
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positive contribution. Also, the Joomla has a big and active programmers



community that always seeks to improve the system safety. The privacy softgoal receives a positive contribution from the allow different access



levels plan, since users will have a private account to navigate in Trama internal areas, but receives a negative contribution from the allow to know



who is online plan, because registered users can use the built-in Joomla feature to see who is online.



Trama reliability, in the other hand, only receives positive contributions. Since we make use of an existing CMS (Joomla), which has a big and active programmers community, the reliability in the system increases. Also, the fact that the system is easy to use and manage also contributes positively to Trama's reliability.



As for the system awareness, the fact that users will know who is online (allow to know who is online) while navigating in the system contributes positively to this softgoal. Also, the system can count on with resources,



projects, articles and files of the Living Lab network.
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3.4 - Trama’s Architecture Model



Figure 11: Tramas's Architecture model.



In figure 11 we can see Trama’s Architectural model, which shows the definition of its overall architecture. Here we define all components that are responsible to fulfill the actor’s goals.



For example, in order to a Partner obtain information about events, he can, through Trama Calendar module, get this information. On the following sections each component is detailed in their own models, describing how they work to fulfill each goal and their contributions to the softgoals.



We will also adopt the Joomla terminology, threating each component as modules.
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3.5 - Late Requirements Models for each Trama subcomponent 3.5.1 - The Calendar Module In this section we will analyze the Calendar Module and his contributions to the Trama system. The model for the calendar is depicted below in figure 12.



Figure 12: Calendar module model.



The calendar has a very intuitive interface and can be easily used to remember important event dates. To manage events, the user can create an event (create event goal), configure it (configure event goal) or delete it (delete event goal) whenever is needed. By creating events in the calendar, the sense of awareness of users is increased, therefore, this softgoal receives a positive contribution. The access to event dates marked in the calendar can have their access restrict by managing the access levels (manage the



access levels goal) of the event created. You can either allow or deny access (allow access to a level and deny access to a level goals) to determinated levels. This contributes positively to both safety and privacy of the system.
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3.5.2 - The Chat module The existence of a chat room for online users of the Living Lab network, will contribute positively to the exchange of knowledge (exchange knowledge softgoal) inside the network and the sense of awareness whenever users join a chat (join chat goal). Also, since users can talk with members of the network to solve their doubts and know better the network, the softgoal get to see the



network and associated processes will receive a positive contribution. Since the chat configuration (configure chat goal) is very simple (as we describe in chapter 4), it contributes positively to the easy to use and manage softgoal. Users are also able to change their status in order to warn other users that they are occupied, away of even become offline. This last goal contributes positively for the privacy of the system. Figure 13 depicts the goals and contributions described above.



Figure 13: Chat module model.



3.5.3 - The File Manager module This is one of the most important modules of Trama. A constant request of users from first Living Lab system was to be able to share their files (documents 46



from projects, articles, event notes and so on). The File Manager Module allows us to manage files and organize them how we want to. We can create files categories and restrict the access based on the users access levels (roles). It is also possible to restrict the types (i.e., file extensions) of files that can be uploaded to the File Manager. Figure 14 describes the File Manager module model.



Figure 14: File manager module.



As we can see, the users can manage file categories in order to organize the files. They can create categories and configure them (configure



categorie), as well as delete a categorie that is no longer needed ( delete categorie). Since this module has a intuitive and easy to use interface, it contributes positively to the easy to use and manage softgoal. Also, by creating categories, the awareness also receive a positive contribution, since users can locate the files more easily through categorization.



To restrict the access to private files and improve the safety and privacy of the system, we can manage the access levels to files (manage access 47



levels to files goal), by grating or denying access to a level (grant access to a level and deny access to a level goals), such as administrators and registered users. We can also see in the model that due to the fact that users will share files by managing them (manage files goal), they will also be exchanging knowledge (exchange knowledge softgoal) inside the network whenever they upload a new file to the File Manager.



3.5.4 - The Forum Module Another important collaborative tool is the forum. With the forum users will be able to exchange knowledge by creating topics for their projects, for a important subject of the Living Lab network or by simply sharing files. Forum will be accessed by all users, but the access to the private forum for the Living Lab will be granted only for registered users that are part of the network. This is depicted in Figure 15 by the manage forum access, grant access and



deny access goals.
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Figure 15: Forum Module model.



To organize the forum, information will be available in different categories. This is done through the manage forum categories goal. We can create a categorie (create categorie goal), delete a categorie (delete categorie goal) and configure the created categorie (configure categorie goal). Since we will have different categories, with public or restrict access, both safety and



privacy softgoals receive a positive contribution. Inside a categorie, users can create topics and, inside topics, they can post (i.e., write in the topic) they toughts. By doing this, users will both get a deeper knowledge about the network (get to see the network and associated



processes softgoal) while they share information (exchange knowledge softgoal). Normal users can manage forum topics and manage forum



posts by creating or deleting topics and posts. Special designated users called "moderators" can also move topics and posts, whenever they are created in the wrong place.
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3.5.5 - The Newsletter module The most important function of the newsletter is to keep users from Trama system aware of what is happening inside the network when they don't have much time to access the system.



We can, then, manage mailing lists to keep everyone in touch. In other words, we can create different mailing lists for different subjects and group users in these mailing lists. Then, we can send each group a mail with the contents specific for this list. By doing this, users can exchange knowledge and be aware (awareness) of what is happening without actually access the full system. The management of the newsletter module is depicted in Figure 16 by the create list, delete list, configure list and send e-mails to the list goals.



Figure 16: Newsletter Module model.
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3.5.6 - The Translation module This module provides integration between Living Lab users from all over the word. By making use of a Google translate plugin, this module allows users to instantly translate website pages of the Trama and read its contents in their native language or in a world-wide common language, such as english. Since Google translate is a well-known tool nowadays, the usage of this tool in Trama contributes positively to the easy to use and manage softgoal. And, as foreign users will be able to share information and know what is happening in the network by translation its contents, both awareness and exchange



knowledge softgoals receive positive contributions. Figure 17 shows the Translation Module model.



Figure 17: Translation Module model.
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3.5.7 - The Newsfeed module The Newsfeed module is responsible to keep all users aware of what is happening in the Living Lab network, in terms of news. Specific users, i.e., with a higher access privilege (usually members of LabTAR or the Living Lab) can manage news, i.e., create news, edit news, delete news, publish news or unpublish news. Although its interface is similar to some text editors, new users can feel some difficulties managing the news (deleting, publishing and unpublishing it). Therefore, the easy to use and manage softgoal receive a negative contributions from the delete news, publish news and unpublish



news and positive contributions from create news and edit news. Also, since information is exchanged between collaborator, partners and even visitors, both awareness and exchange knowledge softgoals receive positive contributions. It is important to notice that only when the news is published these softgoals receive positive contributions and not when the news is created. This occurs because the user may choose to publish the news later or even create the news, but edit its content int the future, before publish it. The user Figure 18 depicts the Newsfeed module model.



Figure 18: The Newsfeed module.
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3.5.8 – Webpages All the content in Trama system is displayed in the form of webpages. Users can easily access information about the projects, events or other subjects concerning the Living Lab network by using the system menu and navigating through the webpages. The same way as the newsfeed module, only users with a specific access level can manage webpages (create



webpage, delete webpage, edit



webpage, publish webpage, unpublish webpage and configure access to webpages goals) and, as in the newsfeed module, the user can choose whether to publish the page when creating it or publish it later. The webpage editor is very intuitive, making easier the task of managing webpages and, therefore, contributing positively to the easy to use and manage softgoal. The user can also choose who will be able to access this page, i.e., he can choose which access levels are allowed to see the contents of that page (configure access to webpage goal). This action contributes positively to both privacy and safety softgoals, since the access to webpages can be restricted and information that is private will be protected. Figure 19 depicts the Webpages model.
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Figure 19: Webpages model.



Chapter 4 - System Description In this chapter, we describe the collaborative system itself, developed using the Joomla CMS as a base system. We show all the tools used to transform a standard CMS into a system that provides support to knowledge management and collaborative networking. We must remember that all of the extensions used are installed and configured by using only the Joomlas graphic interface, with no need for coding. This is important because most our users are not developers, programmers or web designers. They are common people, used to navigate on websites. This is where all the support that Joomla gives to its users comes handy. Any user with a minimum of training is capable of creating, managing and sharing content as well as install and configuring the extensions.
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Figure 20: Joomla's core, internal components and external components.



Figure 20 depicts Joomla’s core and internal and external components. Its core is composed by 5 main components: Site manager, menus manager, content manager, components manager, modules manager and tools manager. The external components (green rectangles) represent the ones that can be added to



Joomla.



Although



in



Joomla’s



extension



directory



(http://extensions.joomla.org/) we can find hundreds of different components, in the figure we show the ones used in Joomla to create Trama collaboration system. All the core components, as well as the external components, can be easily managed by using Joomla’s administration panel.



But before talk about the administration panel, it is important to show the main page of the Trama system. The page displays some collaborative tools, such as the translation and calendar extensions, and the user login/registration form. The information is divided in the upper menu according to its classification (Institutional, Projects, Actors, etc.), allowing the user to easily navigate through the site content. Figure 21 depicts the system’s main page.
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Figure 21: Trama system’s main page.



Next, we show the Joomla's administrator panel. When the user has administrator privileges, he is able to login into the administrator panel. In this area, the administrator can configure everything in the system, as well as install or remove extensions. Administrators can also monitor the access to the system by watching who is online and configure users’ privileges to access the system.
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Figure 22: Joomla’s administrator panel.



In the following sections we describe the tools used in the system.



4.1 - News and Text Editor The Latest News section allows users to be aware of what is happening in the Living Lab Network in an easy way. This section can be accessed through the main menu at the top, and displays the most recent news posted by the users that feed the news section. The news are displayed in a list, with the news title, a small description of the news, the date of creation of the news and the author. The news list is ordered in a way that the latest news are at the top while older ones are shifted to the bottom. The news title is a link which redirects the reader to the full news page.



Before actually talking about the text editor chosen for Joomla, it is important to say that the content displayed in the system interface is treated in Joomla as "articles". These articles can be categorized and divided into sections for organization purposes.



The text editor used in the system is called JoomlaCK. It has an intuitive interface similar to the most common document editors, such as Microsoft Word. It is integrated with another important collaboration tool, the attachments extension. This extension allows users to attach files that are pertinent to the 57



subject of the created article. The article’s author can also insert images, choose the category and section for the article, choose the access level (i.e., which users will be able to read the article), a nickname for the author, the publish date and whether the article is published or not. It is also possible to insert metadata information, such as a description or keywords so the page can be easily found by search engines. Figure 23 depicts the latest news module and figures 24 and 25 depicts the text editor interface.



Figure 23: Latest News section.
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Figure 24: JoomlaCK text editor interface (part 1).
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Figure 25: JoomlaCK text editor interface (part 2).



4.2 - JEvents The first extension we describe here is the Calendar, named JEvents (as for Joomla Events). This tool has a very intuitive interface which allows the system users to easily create events in the calendar, giving the users awareness about the upcoming events in the Habitat network. Users that have access to event creation, can use the calendar and choose the day for the event, and then create the event by simply clicking on the "Add Event" button, shown as a circle with a "plus" in the top right hand corner of the day. Or the user can also click in the link "Add Event" below the calendar to create an event, and he can also choose which types of events he wants to see in the calendar. These features are depicted in Figure 26.
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Figure 26: JEvents calendar interface.



After the user chooses to create an event, the event creation interface of JEvents is displayed. The user can configure all information for the new event in two tabs: Common and Calendar. In the Common tab, the user enters the subject of the event, the event information itself (descriptive text), the author, the access level, the location, the contact and, possibily, some extra information. In the Calendar tab, the user sets up the date for the event, such as the initial and final date, the type of repetition for the event (daily, weekly, monthly, etc), the duration of the event and so on. The event creation interface is depicted in figures 27 and 28.
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Figure 27: JEvents event creation interface (Common tab).



Figure 28: JEvents event creation interface (Calendar tab).
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Figure 29 shows the administrator interface for the JEvents extension. The administrator panel allows the control of all the users that can both access and create events, the calendar events categories (like Public and Private events), the calendar layout, the general configuration (such as date format and language) and so on.



Figure 29: JEvents administrator panel..



4.3 - JDownloads JDownloads is an extension which allows users to download and upload files into the LL Habitat system. Through this tool, users can exchange information and, therefore, knowledge, within the network. The Downloads’ section is divided into two different categories: Public Downloads and Private Downloads. New subcategories can be created within each of these sections. Then, registered users with higher access levels can download files from the private section and its subcategories, according to the users’ access role, while nonregistered users can only access and download public files.
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This tool adopts an interface with intuitive names and icons, such as folders and file icons, that are common for every computer owner. The organization of downloadable files into categories and subcategories allows users to find files in an easier way. Plus, users also count on a search tool that allows them to search for specific files. The files available for download are displayed in a list, and each file contains its name, creation date, size and downloads counter. Figures 30 and 31 shows (in this order) the Downloads section’s main categories page and the files list.



Figure 30: JDownloads main category page.
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Figure 31: JDownloads files list page.



JDownloads also counts on a Control Panel in the administrators’ area. In the configuration panel, administrators can manage categories, downloads, access groups, layouts and some general configurations. They can also monitor the downloads through the downloads log. This is depicted in figure 32.
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Figure 32: JDownloads control panel.



4.4 - Kunena Forum The forum extension is one of the most important extensions of this collaborative system because it is an important tool to support both collaboration and KM within the network. Through this tool, collaborators and partners may discuss relevant topics to their work in the LL Habitat. Moreover, the knowledge exchanged within the message’s content or sent in attached files can be further used by themselves or upcoming members.



In a similar way to the Downloads section, the Forum tool adopts the Public and Private division. This way some information that flows through the created forums may be either for all Habitat members (including collaborators and partners) or exclusive for LabTAR collaborators. The forum’s main interface for a registered user is depicted in figure 33.
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Figure 33: Kunena forum’s main interface.



Kunena adopts the most common forum interface, which you can find in the popular PhpBB free forum tool, Moodle and similar systems. This makes it easier for users to navigate in the forum. Registered forum users can edit their profiles, see who is online, which are the new topics, etc. They can also create and edit topics, as well as post reply on existing topics. When a user creates a new topic, they can also attach files to the topic, if it is necessary. The text editor for the forum is also very straight forward, since it is based on existing forum tools.



Some users may be granted the status of "moderators". These users have exclusive privileges that allow them to moderate the forum. In other words, they can delete topics and posts that are not necessary, move topics for a specific category, grant the topic a fixed status, etc. These options are displayed in the 67



forum interface as buttons with their respective names (such as exclude topic, lock topic, etc). Moderators, in general, are users elected to maintain order inside the forum. Figure 34 depicts the topic creation interface and figure 35 the topic content view for a moderator, with the moderator buttons (shown in the purple color in the forum) and the common registered user buttons (shown in both gray and blue color in the forum).



Figure 34: Topic creation interface.
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Figure 35: Topic content interface.



Kunena forum also has a control panel inside the administrators’ area. In the control panel, the administrators can change general settings for the forum, create new forums and categories, manage the users access (and grant moderator status for registered users), manage the template, manage the files sent, etc. Administrators can also monitor the forum statistics through the General Statistics option. Kunena control panel is shown in figure 36.
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Figure 36: Kunena control panel.



4.5 - AcyMailing This extension concerns the system’s mailing lists. Here, users can register into our general newsletter by typing their name and e-mail into the form in the right hand side menu (titled Newsletter) or manage their newsletters signatures and configurations through the main menu (Contact -> Newsletter). After a user signup to a newsletter, the administrator can configure the newsletter message and send it to the users signed to the mailing list. It is also possible to create custom mailing lists, i.e., private mailing lists and add users to these lists. Usually, only collaborators or partners from the Living Lab Habitat are members of those lists and the subject of those lists is private. Figure 37 depicts user newsletter management and figure 38 the newsletter signup form.
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Figure 37: Newsletter management.



Figure 38: Newsletter signup form.



In figure 39 we show the Acymailing control panel. Here, the administrators can manage the mailing lists, create new mailing lists, include or exclude users from mailing lists and, the most important, send the e-mails for the mailing lists. Administrators can also change specific configurations, such as e-mail server to send the lists, the e-mail that will appear as "From" in the mailbox, the chartset configuration, monitor the e-mails statistics, among other things. Considering the e-mail statics, here is where we can check how many e-mails where sent, how many e-mails failed when sent, how many users have read the e-mail, and so on. Some of this information is useful for KM, since we can monitor the flow of information and who is getting access to the information.
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Figure 39: Acymailing control panel.



In figure 40, we show the user management in the Acymailing control panel inside the administrators area. Here the administrators can manage which users belong to which newsletters. This interface allow administrators to easily assign users to different mailing lists.



Figure 40: User management for Acymailing extension.
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4.6 - GTranslate GTranslate is the extension responsible for allowing users from different places in the world to view the LL Habitat website content in the language that better fits their needs. This simple, but useful, plugin places small country flags (representing the specific country languages) in the top of the website and automatically translates the content whenever the user clicks on a flag. This extension integrates the well-known Google Translate tool, which gives users a constantly updated translation. Figure 41 shows the flags in the top left hand corner of the LL Habitat system.



Figure 41: GTranslate flags in the up left corner.



4.7 FB Chat The FB Chat is a module similar to the chat used on Facebook social network. It displays small chat windows on top of a bar in the left bottom hand of the page, and when the user join a chat conversation with other user it opens an individual chat window for each users. This is good for the user because he can easily keep track of his conversations, and the privacy of his individual conversation is maintained. Users can also change their status, i.e., they can appear to the other users as available for chatting, occupied or even become invisible (offline). Plus, if the user wants to change his status to busy, he can set 73



up a message that will be automatically displayed to other users whenever they engage him in a chat conversation. Figures 42 depicts the interface for user configuration of the chat and figure 43 the chat window between two users, including the “busy message” configured by one the users.



Figure 42: FB Chat user configuration interface.
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Figure 43: FB Chat users chat window.



In figure 44 the administrator’s interface for configure the FB Chat is depicted. The administration of the FB Chat is relatively simple, where the administrator can configure the chat default language, the refresh rate, enable/disable chat sounds, among other configurations.



Figure 44: FB Chat administrator's interface.
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Chapter 5 - Conclusion The main goal here was to propose and develop a collaborative system that should also support KM. It should encourage its users to exchange knowledge while offering tools to support KM.



The Joomla CMS turned out to be a good base for our collaborative system, especially because it is possible to use many different components to mold Joomla into this collaborative system. Plus, being able to get support from a big community, receiving many feedbacks and having tools that are constantly updated, give us more reliability when using Joomla. The Joomla interface, compared to other CMS, provides an easy way to configure the system, manage its content and install and configure new components (as we saw in Table1, section 2.5).



It is important to remember that our work is based in an older version of Joomla, so newly versions of other CMS systems and even from Joomla may provide better interfaces and tools for creating collaborative systems. Searching new ways to improve collaboration must be one of our main goals, that why we must keep testing new CMS and the tools they provide.



5.1 – System Validation In order to measure the level of satisfaction of the users towards Trama, a validation form was used to ask users how they feel about the new system and the tools used to improve the collaborative work in the network. Each tool was evaluated using a scale with rates from 1 (very bad) to 5 (very good). Also, the users had the chance to give their personal opinions concerning the difficulties they had while using the new system, which components helped them to improve collaboration and knowledge management in the network, which components could be improved, and so on. The amount of evaluations is due to the fact that the system started to be used first by the members of LabTAR, which represent a small group. We had a total of 4 evaluations from the LabTAR users, and its summary is shown in table 2. For more detailed information about the questionnaire results, see the Annex A. 76
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Table 2: Tools' evaluation summary.



According to the evaluation result, both the chat and the event calendar had good ratings. Although some of the users report difficulties in finding the chat, the “Facebook-like” interface made it easy to learn how to use it. As for the calendar, the users liked its interface, but they felt like some interactions were missing, such as project update entities (i.e., submitted projects and ongoing projects), alerts (e-mail users when new events are created), show events on the small calendar in the main page, among other details.



The file manager had some good and bad evaluations. While some users found difficulties in uploading, searching and downloading files, others got used to its interface very quickly and had no problems using it after a while. The same way users had difficulties using the file manager interface, the forum interface was also one of the most common problems related by the users. They felt it was not very friendly, but yet they stressed the importance of using the forum not only as a mean of communication but as true a collaboration tool.



The evaluation of the translation component also had different feedbacks. Some of the users said the tool was simple and worked well, while others said it was too simple and sometimes the translations were inaccurate. The mailing list had almost no evaluations, since it has not been very much used yet.



Some feedbacks were related to the newsfeed and the importance that this component has, since the majority of the Trama’s users get most part of the information from this component. This component did not receive much criticism. Contrarily, the users only stressed that the important news published must be always visible and accessible to the system users. 77



Even though the results demonstrate some difficulties using the system, it was a consensus that poor rating was due to the fact that most of the users just started to use the system and did not had enough time to have a better understating of the tools. This is could be caused by a common problem related to the system’s user interface: The user resistance to changes. This can be a difficult situation, because most of the users can be intimidated by changes, especially when you move from a static interface into a collaborative and interactive interface, with different and new tools.



Even though Trama faced some resistance by its users and some of the tools were not fully up to their needs, the results were good. Most of the users gave a positive a feedback and felt comfortable using the new system, despite the problems they faced. More importantly, it was clear to them that by using Joomla and the components provided by its community, it is possible to create a collaborative system with support to KM that can provide the tools to fulfill the user’s needs to share knowledge and interact while pursuing their goals.



5.2 – Future work The feedbacks received by the users give us some directions to improve Trama. Even though they helped users to exchange information and knowledge, some of the tools did not completely meet the users’ expectations. So it is important to research new technologies and new tools to improve the system efficiency in terms of collaboration. This means test new CMS systems, new components, modules and even developing our own system, without using a CMS as base system.



If the best solution for Trama is to keep using Joomla, it will be necessary to update it to keep the system base compatible with new technologies. The current version of Trama is based in the version 1.5 of Joomla CMS, while its current stable version is the 2.5. The new version brings some helpful changes, especially concerning the user administration (access levels, user groups, user notes and so on), the components administration, and many other features.
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Also, with a new version comes the need of new components compatible with this new version.



In the matter of the collaboration tools, one of the first changes would be to improve the calendar in order for it to be more interactive, making it able, for example, to alert the users of future events in the moment they access Trama. This “heads up” that users will receive when they access Trama will increase their awareness, since they will be able to see what events are coming up and if it is of their interest to participate in it. Also, both forum and download manager need to get improvements in their interfaces. Even though most of users have not many problems using it, some feedbacks did encourage some changes in the interface. Hopefully, by making these changes, we can improve the users’ collaboration experience, while making it easier for them to exchange and manage knowledge in the network.
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Annex A – System validation result charts
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